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Introduction

that is correct with respect to the contracts then will
also satisfy the desired properties.

In no other technology sector faults are accepted to an
extent comparable with software development. The reason seems to be that software systems are growing faster,
and programming languages and development environments are developing faster than verification methods
for software are evolving. The question of software correctness can only be answered if we know the specification, the description of what the software is supposed
to do. This situation of missing software verification is
constituted by two unsolved problems: how to show program correctness w.r.t. a given specification, and, possibly more important, how to write a specification that
enables one to state the desired behaviour in a “readable” manner but also enables one to prove correctness.
Formal Methods are used to ensure the latter. They
provide a specification language with a mathematical
precise meaning, i.e., a semantics, such that given a
precise semantics also for the program enables a mathematical proof of correctness. Even for programming
languages, such as Java, specification languages are developed, e.g. the Java Modelling Language (JML) [10],
Jass [1], etc. However these are very specific to the
programming language and thus handle many low-level
details.
A more abstract view is provided by high-level specification languages. Using these the specifier does not
loose sight of the overall system structure. There is a
tendency in research on high-level specification to combine well known specialised techniques that gain from
the research done on the individual techniques and cover
high complexity via the combination. Such a combined language is CSP-OZ [3] where the process algebra CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes, [4]) is
complemented with the state base specification language
Object-Z [2].
In this abstract we describe a way of how to derive
a specification for a Java implementation (a contract)
from such a high-level specification. The CSP-OZ specification can be seen as a way to hide the details of a
concrete implementation when system properties have
to be shown. Once the system specification matches all
desired properties we generate contracts for the implementation. The challenge in implementing the system
is then reduced to implement the contracts. A program
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High-Level Specification

We will briefly introduce the specification language
CSP-OZ. We use a VendingMachine example to keep
this description simple, although we applied this approach to more complex case studies. CSP-OZ classes
are the active components of a CSP-OZ specification
and consist of three main parts. The first part is the interface describing the communication events that a class
is participating in.
VendingMachine
method coin : [ amount? : Coin ]
method drink : [ drink ? : Drink ]
chan display : [ amount? : Amount ]
...

The example shows three operations of the class
VendingMachine – two are provided by the class, indicated with the keyword method, and the operation
display is used by the class, indicated with the keyword
chan. The addressing parameters (vm : {self}; cus :
CustomerRef ; ) of the operations were skipped due to
space limitations – these are used to identify the objects, i.e., instances of classes, that communicate with
each other.
VendingMachine
...
main = coin → display → main
2 drink → main
...

The second part of the class defines a CSP process main
describing the behaviour and thus the way in which the
participation in communication events takes place. In
this example the process expresses, that the coin event
is always followed by a display event while the drink
event may happen as an alternative to the two events,
only.
Finally, the Z part of a class defines the state space,
application conditions for operations, and state changes
triggered by operations.
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one triggered, when a method is entered and thus execution of the method body begins and the other one triggered when leaving the method body – either by normal
termination or due to an exception.
For specifying the order of events with a standard
DbC extension one very often ends up in a convoluted
specification: model variables are used to specify the
state of some automata (or processes) and with every
method involved we check that these variables represent
a state where the method is legal.
To overcome this limitation we developed CSPjassda ,
a CSP-like specification language for events based on
Java programs [12], and Jassda [6], a tool for runtime
checking the conformance of a Java program run with a
CSPjassda specification.

VendingMachine
...
money : Amount
Init
money = 0
enable drink
drink ? : Drink
drink ?.price ≤ money
effect drink
∆(money)
drink ? : Drink
money 0 = money − drink ?.price
...
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As in Object-Z, the unnamed schema describes the state
space for which the Init schema defines the allowed
initial values. For every operation op the enable op
schema defines conditions that are required for the operation to work and the effect op schema describes
conditions that are established.
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3.1

Mapping
Contracts

Specifications

to

For mapping the CSP-OZ specification to the Java programming language we have to identify constructs in the
Java program that match the building parts of CSP-OZ:
types, expressions, events and CSP-OZ classes. In [13]
we give a more detailed description of the translation.
Here we will concentrate on the concepts.
Types: Types are directly mapped to Java types, i.e.
Java interfaces providing the required methods. For certain integer subsets that fit in Java’s int range we will
use that, otherwise we map them also to interfaces that
encapsulate JML’s \bigint. Sets, relations, etc. can be
mapped to JML’s model classes, but we have to perform
cast operations for retrieving the original types since
JML does not yet support Java’s generics.

Java Contracts
JML: Modelling State Space

The Java Modeling Language (JML) [9] brings an extended Design-by-Contract concept to the programming
language Java. Such specifications for programming
languages formulate requirements and promises for the
given piece of software comparable to a contract.
The Design-by-Contract (DbC, [11]) concept includes
the conventional clauses for pre- and postconditions of
methods as well as class invariants. Besides clauses for
exceptions, JML’s extensions include model and ghost
variables which describe specification only data and thus
allow modelling of abstract state space. Connection to
concrete state space is established by “ represents ” clauses
in the concrete classes and thus formulate a data refinement relation1 .
JML is widely accepted and supported by a range of
tools covering the different levels of program verification
from “real” interactive verification (LOOP project, [5])
to static checking (ESC/Java2, [8]) to runtime verification (Iowa State JML tools, via [7]). Typically JML
extensions are encapsulated in specially formatted Java
comments, so that any Java tool can still handle the
source code.

Expressions: Expressions are rephrased as Java expressions. Since CSP-OZ uses a value semantics for
the data we will always perform value comparisons (via
equals) instead of testing for object identity. Predicates are simply mapped to Boolean expressions. Even
quantifiers are supported by JML2 .

Speaking of an event in a Java program we refer to some
point in program execution. To be more precisely we refer to the entry and exit points of methods. Thus for
every method of a program we can observe two events –

CSP-OZ classes and events: In section 3.2 we
already mentioned that CSP-OZ events become Java
methods. Thus even the active classes become “simple”
Java interfaces. For a simulation of a CSP-OZ event
we identify four events in the Java program: the class
that participates in the event at the channel side enters
its method, then the method class enters the method,
and finally the methods are left in reverse order. Before
an event may happen the current state of both classes
satisfy the enable schemas of the method/channel operation and afterwards the effect schemas are valid. So
we get the correspondence of enable schemas and preconditions and of effect schemas and postconditions. In
figure 1 we illustrate this relationship.
To give an impression of the result of our translation
we present here part of the generated interface for class
VendingMachine. The State schema was translated to
a model variable. The definition of type Amount as an
integer subset results in a class invariant. Enable and

1 For most cases it is advisable to give a functional relation between abstract and concrete state space, e.g. for runtime checking.

2 But for runtime verification it is required that the range of
quantification is defined by a given finite set.

3.2

Event Ordering: CSPjassda
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(a) CSP−OZ: one event

enable_drink

We applied this translation to some case studies,
e.g., “Holonic Manufacturing System” [13], “Automatic
Teller Machine”, “Mail User Agent” (work in progress),
and showed that even more complex specifications are
covered by our translation rules. With providing implementations we filled our contracts with life, discovered
limitations in the tools for runtime-checking and the language(s), but also developed strategies to work-around
(some of) these limitations.
As future work we want to give a formal description
of our translation rules. We also plan to develop further simplifications in the translation by using more specialised JML model classes to cover certain patterns in
CSP-OZ specifications and thus improve readability of
the Java contracts.
When applying our approach to case studies we also
discovered that not embedding object-orientation deeply
into the semantics of CSP-OZ is a disadvantage. It
makes identifying objects at the modelling and translation level very hard. Therefore, we are developing a
slightly modified dialect of CSP-OZ, but that will still
preserve the main concepts presented here.

effect_drink

VendingMachine
drink
Customer
enable_drink

(b) Java/JML: four events

drink() requires

effect_drink

drink() ensures

VendingMachine
drink().begin
drink().begin

drink().end
drink().end

Customer
drink() requires

drink() ensures

Figure 1: Events in CSP-OZ (a) and Java/JML (b)

effect schemas are translated to precondition ( requires
clause) and postcondition (ensures clause).
p u b l i c i n t e r f a c e VendingMachineSpec {
//@ p u b l i c model i n s t a n c e i n t money ;
/∗@ p u b l i c i n v a r i a n t money >= 0
@
&& money <= 1 0 ;
@∗/
...
/∗@ p u b l i c n o r m a l b e h a v i o r
@
requires
d r i n k . p r i c e ( ) <= money ;
@
a s s i g n a b l e money ;
@
ensures
money = \ o l d ( money )
@
− drink . price ();
@∗/
p u b l i c void d r i n k ( DrinkSpec d r i n k ) ;
...
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